We propose a frequency-specific framework to link the common features in the multivariate high-frequency price jumps with the low-frequency exogenous factors. We introduce measures of commonality and multiplicity based on high-frequency data and define the notions of co-arrivals and co-jumps to explore the contribution of individual assets. We employ this framework to study 10-year high-frequency European government bond yields as a function of macro-factors, macro-announcements and bond auctions. Both idiosyncratic and common jump arrivals are significant, with the idiosyncratic arrivals more sensitive to financial distress characterised by a low level of commonality in jump arrivals.
Introduction
The recent European sovereign debt crisis highlights the fact that bond markets can be as volatile as equity markets, thus diminishing the sense of safety-risk-free asset statusin particular when yields diverge across countries. The bond markets determine not only the cost of long-term borrowing for governments and the overall perception of countries' fiscal stability, but government bonds belong to asset classes which are widely used by investors. When focused on the intraday level, the high-frequency properties of the bond market reveal the presence of jumps similar to those found with equities. Recent finance and econometrics literature suggests that price jumps embody specific risks (see, among others, Jarrow and Rosenfeld, 1984, and Pan, 2002) , affect the pricing mechanisms of various financial instruments (see, e.g., Duffie et al., 2000, and Johannes, 2004) and provide a better explanation of credit and market risks (Carr and Wu, 2010) .
Relevant literature reports a significant link between high-frequency government bond returns and news announcements: for instance, Andersen et al. (2007) , de Goeij and Marquering (2006) , and Beechey and Wright (2009) find a strong impact of the US-related news, especially that related to the real economy such as non-farm payroll news. There is evidence of a statistically significant link between bond markets and macroeconomic factors: for instance Ludvigson and Ng (2009) and Lustig et al. (2014) show the importance of industrial production in explaining bond returns, while Aizenman et al. (2013) examine the role of forward looking indicators given that bonds are inherently related to a country's future performance. An analysis of the link between price jumps and macro-announcements appears rather recently in the literature: Lee (2012) and Boudt and Petitjean (2014) focus on equities, Dungey et al. (2009), and Jiang et al. (2011) consider bond markets, while Lahaye et al. (2011) cover different asset classes.
The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we define the measures of commonality and multiplicity, which capture the degree of association for the price jump arrivals in the portfolio. We use these measures to test for price jumps that arrive randomly across the portfolio. Further, using frequency-specific factorization to treat idiosyncratic and common price jumps separately, we explicitly link the underlying high-frequency instantaneous intensities of the arrival processes to the low-frequency exogenous (macro-)factors.
Second, based on the co-feature framework introduced by Engle and Granger (1987) and Engle and Kozicki (1993) , we propose the notion of co-arrivals defined as a linear combination of the arrival processes such that the aggregate number of arrivals is minimized.
This concept is then used to define two additional co-arrival measures, the index and the grade, which assess the ratio of the eliminated total and common price jump arrivals due to the co-arrival, respectively. The notion of co-arrivals is then extended to co-jumps, where the magnitude of the price jumps is taken into account as well. This concept relates to the portfolio optimization as it allows identifying the portfolio with minimum contribution of price jumps such that it would not be exposed to shocks in the economy.
Third, we employ the commonality framework we propose to the high-frequency time series of European sovereign debt markets using the 10-year benchmark bonds for Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain over the period June 2007 to May 2012 including the Great Recession and the European sovereign debt crisis. The link between the properties of price jumps and the state of the economy is estimated through the evaluation of the dependence of price jumps on the economic indicators: unemployment, industrial production and economic sentiment, observed at monthly frequency, and the aggregate monthly surprise carried by macro-announcements and government bond auctions.
This paper provides a novel framework to the common price jumps literature as for instance in Jacod and Todorov (2009) and Bollerslev et al. (2008) , who investigate cojumps in high-frequency equities, or Dungey et al. (2009) who evaluate the price jumps across the term structure of the high-frequency US treasury bonds. In addition, our theoretical framework is specifically built to deal with the commonality of rare eventsprice jump arrivals-across a large portfolio of time series and link it to the real economy indicators measured at different frequencies. Thus, it provides an alternative approach to the MIxed DAta Sampling (MIDAS) literature, as proposed in a series of papers by Ghysels et al. (2004) , Ghysels et al. (2005) , Ghysels et al. (2006) , Ghysels et al. (2007) and Engle et al. (2013) , which links data at daily frequency with data sampled at lower frequency such as monthly or quarterly.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the frequencyspecific framework, define the measures of commonality and multiplicity with their formal link to low-frequency exogenous factors and provide the foundations of co-arrivals and cojumps. In Section 3, we describe the data used for the empirical application and summarize the testing procedures for price jump identification. In Section 4, we report the empirical results and some extensions. Section 5 concludes.
Theoretical Framework
We model the vector of N log-prices as an N -dimensional vector Y = Y (1) , . . . , Y (N ) , where the vector Y = {Y t } 0≤t≤T is defined on the N -dimensional probability space Ω, F, (F t ) t≥0 , P over the time interval [0, T ] . The vector of log-prices is a semi-martingale, F t -adapted and its continuous-time dynamics can be specified by the stochastic differential
where
, dB t and dJ t are well behaved. In particular, µ t is (N × 1) vector of the drift processes with µ In what follows, we provide a frequency-specific factorization to link the high-frequency jump process of financial assets to the low frequency domain of the macroeconomic indicators.
Frequency-Specific Factorization
The jump term dJ t in (1), capturing the jump dynamics of N mutually correlated financial assets, can be factorized as follows
where the matrix of jump magnitudes U t contains F t -adapted random processes U The distinction between idiosyncratic and common jumps is introduced by restricting the matrix U t to be
and the j-th diagonal term U
I(j) t
is almost surely non-zero and finite if there are idiosyncratic arrivals for the j-th asset. On the other hand, the matrix process U C t has at least two almost surely non-zero elements in each column corresponding to common arrivals among assets.
The corresponding vector of arrivals is decomposed as
, dX , with j = N + 1, . . . , M , drives a particular common pattern among a sub-set of time series. Further, we assume that at every time t, every column of the matrix process U C t has at least two fixed components with almost surely non-zero value.
This ensures that U C t corresponds to the common jumps and is not contributing to the idiosyncratic shocks.
In the next section, we assume a specific form of the price jump arrival process, which allows us to link the number of price jump arrivals to the exogenous low-frequency factors and establish the mixed-frequency framework.
1 Note that we are using a continuous time framework to describe stylized facts as they are observed at a high-frequency domain, the presence of common jumps at a rate which exceeds a natural rate implied by the given sampling frequency. We assume perfect synchronicity in the jump arrivals, as in Aït-Sahalia et al. (2009) and Bollerslev et al. (2013) . However, the framework is broad enough to encompass alternative multidimensional jump specifications with finite activity, as suggested in Shephard (2004, 2006) , Andersen et al. (2012) , Lee and Mykland (2008) .
Linking the High-Frequency Price Jump Arrivals to Low-Frequency Factors
We explicitly link the high-frequency price jump arrival processes to the low-frequency domain of the economic activity indicators. We consider the M -dimensional arrival vector J t at time t from equation (4) t,I . The M -dimensional intensity process Λ t,I can in general be mutually correlated; however, the price jump arrivals are drawn independently. The choice of the doubly stochastic Poisson processes allows us to explicitly link the high-frequency process with the low-frequency process driving the information set I t .
To establish the formal mixed-frequency link between the intensity process and the underlying macro-factors, let us focus on dΛ (m) t,I corresponding to the arrival process X
We assume a specific functional form of the intensity process as suggested by Lee (2012) .
The continuous-time extension of such an instantaneous intensity process at time t conditional on the information set I t− takes the form
where Z t indicates a predictor variable of the price jump arrivals at time t, which incorporates all the information available up to time t, i.e., based on the information set I t− .
Following Lee (2012) , we consider the predictor variable to be a binary variable capturing the information about the presence of shock, revealed to markets at time t. We denote the random times when the shocks arrive as
with L being the random integer. The instantaneous intensity with the predictor variable Z t has functional properties similar to Dirac δ-function,
The definition of the intensity process can therefore be rewritten aŝ
Thus, the expected number of price jump arrivals of the process X (m) t in the time
where 1 Zt is an indicator function taking value of 1 if a signal is present at time t ∈ [0, T ], and 0 otherwise, L is a random integer, c 0 = T /α 0 and c 1 = 1/ (α 0 + α 1 ). 2 Such an intensity results in the implied instantaneous probability for an occurrence of a price jump at time t l as P (jump ∈ dt l ) = dΛ t l > 0 as dt → 0, while for all other times t = t l , the implied instantaneous probability results in P (jump ∈ dt) → 0 as dt → 0.
Such a set-up corresponds to the doubly stochastic Poisson process and is based on the stochastic intensity employed by Lee (2012) to explain the drivers for the price jump arrivals in high-frequency DJIA equities. In addition, mutual correlations between the different components dΛ
t,I come in a straightforward manner through the dependence on the set of shared predictors.
Equations (6) and (7) explicitly link the high-frequency price jump arrival process as a function of the predictor variables and the low-frequency number of price jump arrivals for a given period. The number of price jump arrivals depends on the number of shocks arriving to the economy. It is in fact impossible to control for all these shocks explicitly as there is huge diversity of information arriving to the markets. Instead, we model the number of shocks for a given period as a function of the prevailing low-frequency exogenous factors.
We model the link between the realized number of high-frequency price jumps and the low-frequency exogenous factors as follows: We split the time interval to be a linear function. Under such setting, the equation (7) gives the following specification linking the two mixed-frequency
represents a total number of price jump arrivals from the process X (m) t .
In the next section, we define the measure of commonality and the measure of multiplicity, which allow us to assess the degree of association between high-frequency price jump arrivals for a set of N assets. We then use the mixed-frequency framework to link the two measures to low-frequency market factors.
Measures: Commonality and Multiplicity
We deal with the N -dimensional portfolio aiming to describe the commonality in the price jump arrival processes for a sub-period
For that reason, we introduce two measures.
The first one is the measure of commonality defined as the ratio of common price jump arrivals to all the arrivals from the portfolio perspective, which asserts the probability of a price jump arrival observed at any asset to be accompanied by a jump at other asset(s):
The Measure of Commonality. For an N -dimensional process Y t specified by (1) in the time interval [T k−1 , T k ], the measure of commonality is defined as
corresponds to the number of all unique price jump arrival times, and The second measure is the measure of multiplicity, which estimates the average multiplicity of every arrival across portfolio and thus asserts how many assets will jump on average, given that we observe a jump at any of the asset:
The Measure of Multiplicity. For an N -dimensional process Y t specified by (1) in the time
, the measure of multiplicity is defined as
where N J (j) [T k−1 ,T k ] corresponds to the number of all unique price jump arrival times for the asset j.
For a portfolio of N assets, the measure of multiplicity takes values Q 
Each of the two measures is based on the particular combinations of the number of price jump arrivals, and therefore following the specification (8), we link the measures,
. In particular, we consider a linear approximation
The measures of commonality and multiplicity capture the common properties of price jump arrivals, where in a first step the high-frequency information extracted from the time series is aggregated to a monthly level. In a second step, this information is regressed on low-frequency factors. The two measures provide an overall picture of jumps commonality without identifying the contribution of each asset. For that reason, we follow the co-feature framework introduced by Engle and Kozicki (1993) , and define the concept of co-arrivals as a linear combination of price jump arrivals which eliminates them in the aggregate index.
Co-arrivals
Let us consider a map
which maps the N -dimensional log-price process Y t into an N -dimensional indicator pro-
The Co-arrivals. For N -dimensional log-price process Y t from (1) mapped into the vector j t using the mapping (13) in the time interval
and sum runs over all non-zero elements of the indicator time series j t . The vector of weights, w, is the co-arrival vector.
The notion of co-arrivals is thus defined as the solution to the minimization problem
The interesting case to explore occurs when all price jump arrivals are eliminated, i.e.
Such a situation can be tested using the following rank test
where the matrix J is composed of the realization of the indicator process j t over the time
, keeping only the non-zero elements. Due to the finite activity of the arrival processes, there is almost surely a finite number of non-zero columns in the matrix
J.
The notion of co-arrivals allows further understanding of the link between idiosyncratic and common price jump arrivals and of how complex the common structure in the price jump arrival is. In particular, the presence of idiosyncratic price jump arrivals for each asset implies that the solution N (w)
[T k−1 ,T k ] = 0 cannot be reached. The same conclusion is obtained when there are too many different common price jump arrivals, i.e., the rank of the matrix U C t in (4) is full. In addition, the non-zero elements of the co-arrival vector suggest which assets tend to have close price jump arrival properties, in terms of being both the smallest and the closest at the same time.
Based on the notion of co-arrivals, we define two additional measures for every coarrival vector: the index and the grade. We proceed in parallel to (9) and (10) The first measure, the index, evaluates how successful the co-arrival vector is in eliminating the jump arrivals from the composite index.
and the co-arrival vector w, the index is given by
corresponds to the number of all unique price jump arrival times where w is a solution to problem (14).
The index can be interpreted as a measure of the ratio of the aggregate intensities of the stochastic Poisson processes, which are removed from the composite index, to the overall aggregate intensities of all Poisson processes involved. The index takes values The second measure, the grade, quantifies the elimination of the common jump arrivals from the composite index.
and the co-arrival vector w, the grade is given by
where N (w;2+) So far, we have exploited the commonality in the price jump arrivals. We now also consider the magnitude of price jumps and introduce the notion of co-jumps.
Co-Jumps
Consider a statistic,Ĝ-statistic, 3 which for a given univariate price process satisfying the assumptions imposed in (1), allows us to test the null of no price jumps over any time
In particular, we say that asset Y Given the properties of theĜ-statistic, we define co-jumps as follows.
The Co-jumps. For N -dimensional log-price process Y t from (1) in the time interval In the case of complex common price jump patterns or the presence of idiosyncratic price jumps for each component of Y t , the null may be rejected for every w. In such a case, we proceed to identify co-jumps as a solution to an optimization problem analogous to (14) , where the objective function is the p-value of theĜ (w) -statistic to be minimized as the null hypothesis of the test is no price jumps.
For a given set of assets, the notion of co-jumps thus complements the commonality of price jump arrivals and provides additional information about the role of the variancecovariance process as well as the magnitude of price jumps. In addition, it provides a portfolio perspective and gives information on how diverse the multivariate price jump process is in the portfolio. It also suggests whether the price jumps can be diversified out of the portfolio, given the covariance process.
In the next section, we describe the data used in this paper together with the price jump tests and use our theoretical framework to identify commonalities in the European government bond yields observed at high-frequency and link them to the economy indicators.
Empirical Results

Data
In this section, we describe the main characteristics of government bond yields used in this study. We then review the macro-factors, news announcements and bond auctions employed as the explanatory variables. The details of the data selection and the overview statistics for each set of variables can be found in the Internet Appendix.
Yields
We consider data for the 10-year government bonds of Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain over the period from June 1, 2007 to May 31, 2012. 4 We consider bid data. The 10-year bonds are market benchmarks defined as the most active at that maturity. Data were provided by Morningstar and come at tick-by-tick frequency which we re-sampled at 5-minute frequency using calendar time and excluding time intervals with values missing for at least one country. The 5-minute frequency is robust to micro-structure noise while offering sufficiently high frequency to properly evaluate the impact of specific events. The trading period considered in this paper is from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. (UTC). We remove outliers by applying a filter which is very close to the one proposed in Brownlees and Gallo (2006) and further elaborated by Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2011, p. 156) .
Macro-factors
We employ two real economy indicators: unemployment and industrial production, and a forward looking indicator, the economic sentiment (ES). 5 Our choice is motivated by the existing literature, for example Mody (2009) and Aizenman et al. (2013) ; industrial production is often found to be particularly relevant to describe asset behaviour in a number of studies, for example Schwert (1989) , Ludvigson and Ng (2009) and Lustig et al. (2014) . Data come from Eurostat.
Macro-announcements
We consider macro-announcements related to the US, the Euro area, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain. In some cases, we are unable to use all available macro-announcements as they are released when markets are still closed. For instance, this is the case of France, with releases occurring between 6:30 and 7:45 a.m. UTC. In the case of Spain, though macro-announcements are released at 8:00 a.m. UTC, we keep the indicators, shifting them to 8:05 a.m. in order to match them with the trading period considered for bonds. Data related to macro-announcements are median expected value by survey of panellists E, forecasts standard deviation σ and actual value of the release denoted as A. Data were collected from Bloomberg. In our application, we adopt the standard surprise measure ζ defined as
The Internet Appendix reports the full description of the macro-announcements.
Auctions
We take into consideration auctions of European countries issuing Euro-denominated bonds: Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain. Most auctions take place between 8 and 10 a.m. UTC. To capture the performance of an auction, we consider the average yield at which the government sells the bonds. Average yields were collected just for auctions relative to 10-year bonds as Note: The figure reports the total number of arrivals per month for each country.
they not only correspond to the maturity of the bonds analysed but they even represent the most relevant ones.
In this paper, in order to illustrate the methodology introduced in Section 2, first, we identify price jump arrivals using the Lee and Mykland (2008) test (LM henceforth), where the volatility is adjusted by its intraday pattern as suggeted by Andersen and Bollerslev (1998) . In addition to the dating of the jump arrivals, we also need a test statistic which allows us to decide on the significance of jump(s) over a certain time interval
We employ theĜ-statistic as introduced by Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2006) . The details are presented in the Internet Appendix.
Frequency-specific Factorization
First, we empirically validate the frequency-specific framework (3) and (4) Then, we test specification (8), where we focus on the difference between the idiosyncratic and common arrivals. For every asset j, the common arrivals are defined in this case as all price jump arrivals from dX
We estimate the following specification
where j indexes the countries and ω = {Σ, I, C}, where Σ refers to the total number of arrivals for country j, I is the number of idiosyncratic arrivals for country j, and C the number of common arrivals for country j with any other country, respectively; N (j;ω) k is the number of ω-type of price jump arrivals for month k for country j, and Υ (j,s) k is the set of S country-specific covariates for every month k. We estimate the system (19) using the SURE estimation method to take into account the contemporaneous correlation across countries. In particular, we consider two possible sources of price jump arrivals: the overall macroeconomic factors and the amount of surprising information which the economy absorbs during the particular time window. We use three different specifications:
Specification (20) surprise. An announcement is considered to carry a large surprise to the market if |ζ| > σ(ζ), where ζ is specified in (18), while in the case of auctions, ζ is defined as the difference in the average yield between current and previous 10-year auctions. This specification captures the effects of large surprises on the integrated jump arrival intensity. Specification (22) contains four covariates: Z (U S) , Z (EA) and Z (j) being the number of surprises from macro-announcements originating from the US, the Euro area, respectively, and the j-th
y represents the number of surprises from auctions held in the j-th country.
We define the number of surprises as
where the sum covers all individual surprises S (x) for all macro-announcements or auctions originating from the country/region j in a given month k. This specification captures the effects of all surprising announcements on the integrated intensity of jump arrivals. Table 1 reports the estimates of the models (20)- (22). The contribution of the three groups of covariates varies for idiosyncratic and common arrivals, indicating the pres-ence of different mechanisms underlying the drivers of arrival processes. This constitutes further evidence of the need to distinguish the two arrival processes, as our proposed frequency-specific factorization approach allows. For instance, results in Table 1 show that macroeconomic announcements from US are more associated with common arrivals than idiosyncratic ones. In addition, the higher statistical significance of the loading coefficients associated to large surprises, L U S , L EU and L (j) relative to those associated to the simple release of macro-announcements, Z U S , Z EU and Z (j) , suggests that it is the surprise brought to the market rather than the pure release of an announcement causing price jumps and co-jumps. As far as government bond auctions are concerned, results in Table 1 indicate that although auctions held in distressed countries, like Italy and Spain, determine idiosyncratic jumps in these countries they do no impact on the other countries. 6 Finally, we see that improved macroeconomic conditions, in terms of employment and industrial production, determine a lower number of jumps as witnessed by the negative coefficients associated to these two macroeconomic factors.
Thus far, we have provided empirical evidence that frequency-specific factorization (2) is a useful approach to mimic the arrival processes. In particular, the empirical evodence suggests that the idiosyncratic and common price jump arrivals tend to have different dynamics and are caused by different factors. In the next section, we calculate the measure of commonality and the measure of multiplicity and link them to the exogenous macrofactors and surprises.
Commonality
In Figure 3 , we depict the measure of commonality and the measure of multiplicity as defined in (9) and (10), respectively. The upper display of Figure 3 plots the measure of commonality Q on a monthly basis. Q takes values between 0.14 and 0.68. In September 2009 it reaches 0.68, which means that 68% of the arrival times were common, or, conversely, only 32% of jump arrival times in that month contains purely idiosyncratic arrivals. Further, we see a significant structural break in mid-2009, after which the measure of commonality reaches its highest value. The structural break in the measure of is the dependent variable denoting the total number of common arrivals for a given country j and month k. All the variables are introduced in (19). In Panel A, we report specification in (20), which employs the rate of change for Employment (E), Industrial Production (IP), and Economic Sentiment (ES) for the j-th country, respectively. In Panel B, we report specification in (21), which employs the number of macro-announcements per month which brought to the market a large surprise, defined as |ζ| > SD(ζ), where ζ is specified in (18): ) and L (j) denoting the number of macro-announcements with large surprise originating from the US, the Euro area, and the country j.
L (j)
y denotes the number of surprising auctions held in the corresponding j-th country. In Panel C, we report specification in (22), which employs the total amount of surprise from macro-economic announcements per month, defined as Z
with the sum running over all individual surprises ζ (j) for all macro-announcements originating from the country/region j.
The significance levels are defined as follows: a for 1%, b for 5%, and c for 10%. (2002), and Bekaert et al. (2005 Bekaert et al. ( , 2009 Bekaert et al. ( , 2011 , who found that, during financial distress, the correlation among financial time series increases. The figure also contains the shaded region corresponding to [1-st, 99-th] centiles of the empirical distribution of Q µ using the same Monte Carlo simulation set-up as for Q. The results also suggest that for each month, Q µ is taking values significantly higher than the value based on the randomly arriving price jumps, and thus the price jump arrivals tend to overlap significantly.
To further understand the behaviour of the measure of commonality and the measure of multiplicity, we estimate (11) and (12), respectively. Given the high correlation between .6
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Note: The figure reports (a) the measure of commonality and (b) the measure of multiplicity defined in (9) and (10), respectively, for every month. In addition, the shaded region corresponds to [1-st, 99-th] centiles of the empirical distribution of Q and Q µ , respectively, based on the 10,000 realizations of a Monte Carlo simulation, where the same number of price jump arrivals arrives independently.
the measure of commonality and the measure of multiplicity, we only report tesults for the measure of commonality, the ones for multiplicity are available upon request. In particular,
we are interested in explaining the role of the arriving information and therefore we employ the following linear specification
where DU t is a dummy step function, the set of covariates Z Finally, the identified structural break variable DU k is defined as
We have used OLS with the Huber-White sandwich estimator to control for hetero-skedastic errors to estimate the equation (24) where the R 2 = 0.700 and F -statisitcs being 9.115 with p-value of 0.000, values in square brackets denote the standard errors, and * * * , * * , and * refer to 1%, 5%, and 10% significance level, respectively.
The model suggests a large influence of the news announcements originating from the US on the commonality of jump arrivals. The Euro area Monthly Bulletin, providing information about monetary policy decisions together with a detailed analysis of the current economic situation and risks to price stability is the only Euro area-specific announcement variable significantly explaining the measure of commonality. In addition, the Spanish GDP and unemployment announcements together with Greek unemployment announcements are the only country-specific macro-economic news announcements which enter into the model. The relevance of the unemployment announcements for these two countries is interesting given that Greece and Spain are the two European countries which experienced that most severe increase of unemployment rate during the period considered in this paper, with Greece moving from 8.2% in June 2007 to 23.8% in June 2012 and Spain from 8.0% to 24.5%, respectively.
With respect to auctions, the change in the average yield at which Italy and Portugal succeeded in selling their 10-year bonds significantly explain commonality. For instance, Italy with its huge public debt and the need to refinance it justifies the attention paid by markets to the Italian government bond auctions. We also test several alternative specifications and aggregations across the types of news announcements, but no significant changes are noticed. In particular, country-specific macro-factors have no power to explain the measure of commonality. The full set of results of the alternative specifications are not reported but are available upon request.
In the next section, we analyse the commonality in jumps using the notion of coarrivals.
Co-arrivals
First, we test for the presence of co-arrivals by evaluating the null hypothesis in (15).
For every month, the J matrix is of full rank and therefore co-arrivals, corresponding to N (w) k = 0, do not exist. We therefore proceed to search for the co-arrival vectors w, which minimize the objective function (14). In particular, in the first half of 2011, we see a strong alignment between France and the Netherlands, which gives rise to co-arrivals for 10 consecutive months. Finally, Italian yields are very jumpy and have a large proportion of idiosyncratic arrivals, contributing to the co-arrivals in two instances only. A similar pattern is identifiable for the other two countries in the sample with a large number of idiosyncratic jumps, Spain and Belgium.
Next, for every identified co-arrival vector, we calculate the index and the grade as defined in (16) and (17), respectively. The upper display of Figure 5 depicts the index for The lower display in Figure 5 depicts the grade for every identified co-arrival vector, where each point denotes the proportion of the overall number of common Poisson processes, removed from the portfolio with weights corresponding to a given co-arrival vector.
In particular, for June 2007 the grade takes value 0.680, which means that 68% of all .7
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Note: The figure reports the index (a) and the grade (b) of the co-arrival vectors for every month as they are defined in (16) and (17) The presence of the structural break is confirmed by the grade of the co-arrival vectors.
In particular, the grade suggests the presence of two prevailing regimes with the turning point in August 2009, one month behind the structural break defined by DU k . The average value of the grade is 0.75 in the first regime, and rises to 0.82 afterwards. This suggests a change in the market behaviour; in particular, that co-arrivals are able to remove more common jumps since the structural break.
In the next section, we analyse commonality in price jumps using both their arrival times and magnitudes.
Co-jumps
First, we test for the presence of co-jumps as the existence of a linear combination w Y t such that the G
n -statistic cannot reject the null hypothesis for each month k, where each n -statistic estimated for each month. The 5% critical value to reject the null hypothesis of no jumps is equal to −2.11 and lies well below the plotted values. month was sampled into 5-minute steps. In particular, we search for w such that the pvalue is maximized. by increasing concerns on their economic and financial conditions. Let us note that the co-jump optimal portfolio is estimated ex-post given the knowledge of realization of the price process. . 7 This suggests either a change in the structure of the jump process, and/or a change in the covariance structure of Germany with respect to all other countries. In addition, the worsening of the European debt crisis explains the higher variance in the absolute values of the global co-jump components. It is worth to note that we estimate price jumps for each month and each country independently and that we reject the null of no price jumps for every case.
The Role of the Diversification Effect
We now compare the G
n -statistic of the composite index of the co-jumps with the one for the equally weighted portfolio. This allows us to shed some light on whether the 7 In order to understand the change in sign for Germany, we report in the Internet Appendix the results of the daily pair-wise correlation between yields using the consistent and efficient estimator using the high-frequency covariance proposed by Aït-Sahalia et al. (2010) . There is evidence of an overall decrease in a pair-wise correlation when the European debt crisis started during 2010. Second, there is a striking regime change for all pairs including Germany from December 2010 to May 2011, where correlations change sign and decrease in absolute value corresponding to the period of change in the global co-jump vectors as reported in Figure 7 . The change in correlation between Germany and all other countries between December 2010 and May 2011 suggests that the risk-awareness of investors increased due to the distress and they started to sell all bonds except German ones, which were perceived as a safe haven. n -statistic for equally weighted, "1/N ", portfolio. θ indicates the 5% critical value to reject the null hypothesis of no jumps.
presence of co-jumps can be explained by the diversification effect, as originally proposed by Bollerslev et al. (2008) . The diversification effect corresponds to the case in which for any given sampling and any given portfolio of N uncorrelated time series, the ratio of the magnitude of the idiosyncratic jumps with respect to the prevailing integrated variance in the equally weighted portfolio decreases with the size of the portfolio at the rate of 1/ √ N .
To this purpose, we construct an equally weighted composite index of yields and analyse the G nstatistic. The disappearance of jumps in the co-jumps cannot be thus entirely assigned to the diversification effect; the fact that there is a significant structure in price jumpsincluding both arrival times and magnitudes-across the countries.
In the Internet Appendix, we report the G (w)
n -statistic for the three market portfolios based on the zero-coupon bond approximation and show that co-jumps are not present in all three cases.
Throughout the paper, our analysis is based on monthly time series in order to link the commonalities to the macro-economic factors measured at monthly frequency. We have performed a robustness check by estimating the measure of commonality and measure of multiplicity calculated at daily and weekly frequencies. First, there is evidence of that both measures are coarse, and this supports the claim that aggregating data at daily frequency is not appropriate due to the low number of arrivals. Second, the coarseness disappears during two periods in our sample: i) the aftermath of the Lehman Brothers collapse, and
ii) the deepening of the European debt crisis in early 2011. The disappearance of the coarseness during the former period can be explained by the increase in the number of arrivals as they are depicted in Figures 1. In addition, both measures reach lower values in these two periods, which can be explained by the rise of the idiosyncratic arrivals for all countries except Germany, as reported in Figure 2 . The later period, however, shows the absence of a significant increase of the absolute number of jump arrivals; this indicates a structural change in the bond market. The Internet Appendix reports the details of the weekly and daily measures.
The main conclusion from the temporal aggregation exercise is that the monthly frequency used throughout the paper is the optimal aggregation to evaluate the link between high-frequency price jump arrivals and low frequency macro-variables.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel frequency-specific framework to link the common features in price jumps with the low-frequency exogenous factors. We employed the framework to study the European government 10-year bond yields for Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain from 1 June 2007 to 31 May 2012 sampled at 5-minute frequency as a function of the monthly real economy indicators. In order to analyse the drivers of commonality, we introduced the measures of commonality and multiplicity and linked them to relevant macro-factors (unemployment, industrial production and economic sentiment), observed at monthly frequency, and to the aggregate monthly surprise carried by macro-announcements and government bond auctions. We explored the characteristics of bonds via the notion of co-arrivals, which identifies the structure of the vertical clusters in the common arrival of jumps, and co-jumps, which captures the presence of common jumps.
We provided evidence of statistically significant differences between idiosyncratic and common jump arrivals, showing that the idiosyncratic arrivals are more sensitive to financial distress. In particular, we found that the commonality feature of the jump arrivals is explained by news announcements from the US, the European Monthly Bulletin, the Spanish GDP and unemployment, and Greek unemployment. In both the subprime crisis and the European debt crisis in 2011, 10-year European yields show a low level of commonality as well as a low level of correlation in jump arrivals. This finding is in contrast to the evidence from asset returns literature (see, e.g., Bekaert et al., 2005) , of a persistently higher correlation during distress periods as compared to more tranquil times. In particular, the measure of commonality during the financial crisis of 2008/2009 is of half value compared to the values in the aftermath of the crisis. This means that the probability of observing a common jump during the crisis is half the probability immediately afterwards. During the subprime crisis of 2008, the overall number of jump arrivals increased, which was not observed during the European debt crisis. Further, for the European debt crisis, we observed a significant change in the structure of common jumps in yields, providing clear evidence that Euro area was hit by country specific risks. Finally, from December 2010 to May 2011, the behaviour of German yields showed a completely different pattern compared to the other countries. In this period, we observed a significant change in correlation between German yields and yields from any other country in the sample. As the German bonds witnessened a sharpe increase in bid-ask spread, our findings serve as supportive evidence of the increase of the risk-awareness of investors. They tend to favour the German bonds serving as a safe haven. Therefore, the markets experienced a higher number of investors who were demanding to buy the German bonds while the supply side shrank.
The findings in this paper suggest additional developments. First, it will be interesting to extend the theoretical framework to identify commonalities in a fully high-frequency framework, developing a multivariate counterpart of Lee (2012) . Second, the empirical application can be extended by considering other maturities. This is part of an ongoing research agenda.
